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Note from Defense file
Undated. Mention of bail hearing which took place on 31 March. Handwriting similar to but possibly not 
same as that of Chris Flohr, Bail Attorney for Adnan Syed. Another possible author is Douglas Colbert, 
another of Adnan's attorneys. Published online by Court of Special Appeals as part of State's 1 May 
2017 Appendix of Cross Appellee (20170501_XAEB_COSA), A-0598, page 115 original PDF document, 
Appendix references as added by State = App-111. Additional information provided
___________
1 
(A) Carmen Hernandez is F.P.D. [Federal Public Defender] D.C. 
information on Marshall's office from Extradition lawyer @ FPD
[At this point defense team don't know who "Larry Marshall" is, the expert (mis)named and misquoted 
by Wash in her "xenophobic" arguments at bail hearing on 30 March, actually Harry Marshall. Carmen 
H is currently a defense atty in D.C.]
(B) FOIA -> Marshall [Facts?] or letter to speak on factsC) Call an Embassy to make specific 
Demands
Car [possibly Care aka CAIR - see below]
MOSQUE
________________
1,000 --> Drew                            1,000 --> Thorston
Alert Rahman in writing
Re [with - struck through] Property [illegible struck through - ?Maters?]
Charlene Dunn
Family
Other support
Embassy - Waiver of Extradition, [Emb?ability - or Embassy something]
Vicki's arguments
Letter to Rahmans - Talk to people to get information not to relay private or protected information[end of 
page]
[top of next page]
3. Bail
(a) Bail Hearing @ arraignments
(i) Calculate worth of Properties
(ii) Ask for Home Detention 
(iii) Pretrial Investigation 
Bail Clerk
Path a motion [struck through illegible] for Bail would take-- Did they verify info - Value of property[arrow 
pointing to:] 
[ilegible - TAD? or Jay Documents?] 
 FMU
-- Did they get Vicki['s] letter?

[line to the following notation on the left:] Vicki's arguments re: Embassy
[to the right] - Transcript Vicki's letter

4. Care [possible transliteration of CAIR or Council on American-Islamic Relations, based in nearby 
Washington D.C,] 
[N?] Adwad [Nihad Awad was Executive Director of CAIR in 1999]
George Beall [Baltimore atty]
Ben Cinlatti [sp?]
P.R. Pick[? a name?]
Complaint w/
State Dept
DOJ
[P?'s] Office [a dept or name?] 
Seek donations




